
Find Great Quality 
Get Better Prices

You could be paying 500 percent too much for healthcare.* 

Evolution and Healthcare Bluebook, together, enable 
members to better take charge of their healthcare costs.

Healthcare Bluebook is not an affiliate of Evolution Healthcare.

*Healthcare Bluebook 2015 ShopSmart Services Portfolio

Transparent Costs
What is healthcare transparency?
Providing you, the consumer, with upfront cost and quality 

information you can trust.

How can I see this information?
Your employer has made Bluebook available to you as part 

of your benefits. Access price and quality information at no 

additional charge by visiting myevhc.com.

Transparent Quality
Why do I need this?
Healthcare prices and quality vary a lot by location and by procedure.

• Bluebook shows you the Fair PriceTM of thousands of medical 

services as well as local providers that charge a Fair Price.

• We also rank hospitals nationally on separate clinical categories 

so you can choose a facility that’s right for your medical needs.
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You also may be using hospitals that are rated low in quality. But how can you know? 

Let Evolution Healthcare, your health benefits administrator, and Healthcare BluebookTM  help. Bluebook is an online and 

mobile tool that quickly helps you find cost and quality information by ranking local providers in an easy-to-read  color system. 

We make shopping for healthcare services simple and straightforward.
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www.myevhc.com 
1.800.311.EVHC(3842)

Shop for healthcare two ways —  
Cost & Quality

Shop by Price Ratings
You’ve found the procedure or 
test you need - now what?

Shop by Quality Rating

No provider listed? While Bluebook covers 90 percent of 

the U.S. population, if we haven’t identified a provider in your 

area, we can still help you. Contact our Pricefinder support at 

pricefinder@healthcarebluebook or 800.341. 0504.

Getting Started
• Use the drop-down menus, or enter a search term in the search bar.

• Choose the procedure or test that your physician recommended.

• Once you’ve found your procedure, make sure you confirm or change 

your ZIP code for the most accurate information.
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Anterior Crusiate Ligament Knee Surgery (ACL)

Knee Arthroscopy

Knee MRI (no contrast)

Knee MRI (with and without contrast)

Knee MRI (with contrast)

Posterior Cruciate Ligament Knee Surgery (PCL)
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Facilities D istance Rating

Facility A (~ 27 miles)

Facility B (~ 35 miles)

Facility C (~ 44 miles)
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Hospital A (~ 15 miles)

Hospital B (~ 22 miles)

Hospital C (~ 34 miles)

Shopping for Healthcare
You may want to shop by price for some procedures, such as an MRI or a CT 

scan. With more complex procedures like a shoulder arthroscopy or a spinal 

fusion, you’ll probably want to take quality ratings into account when making 

your decision. We’ll show you which procedures are ranked by price and 

which are ranked by quality on this screen. 
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Bluebook shows you the Fair Price, as well as the price range in your area. 

Prices can vary by up to 500 percent so we’ve color coded providers in 

your area, making it easy to pick one that charges a Fair Price.

Hospitals nationwide are ranked according to their quality 

across dozens of clinical categories. This makes finding a 

great hospital for your procedure easy. Remember, many 

physicians can perform procedures at multiple hospitals. 

Keep physicians you trust, but have them perform 

procedures in highly ranked hospitals.


